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Abstract-On-die capacitances interact with the inductance capacitance is provided by specially designed circuits
and resistance of the power distribution network to supply whose primary role is decoupling. The sum ofboth types is
electrical charge. A distributed model is generally required the on-die decoupling capacitance. Unlike board and
to analyze and design a power distribution network to package level decoupling capacitors, on-die capacitance is
maintain acceptable levels of supply voltage noise. An distributed all over the circuit. In this paper, the on-chip
approximation method is proposed in this paper for decoupling capacitors are assumed to be uniformly
modeling the power distribution system in the frequency distributed with a density of Cd1. per unit area. This
domain, defining an effective decoupling capacitance and an assumption, however, does not imply that each circuit or
effective decoupling radius around each switching element, functional block uses only the local Cd., portion, since all
both of which are frequency dependent. At high frequencies, local C elements are connected into a unified pool by the
the supply of decoupling charge is highly localized, and the d(e
effective decoupling capacitance is determined primarily by power grid (see Figure 2).vcc vss vcc vss vcc vs
the power grid inductance. Design considerations and
guidelines are presented for determining the appropriate
density of on-die decoupling capacitances and required Ti-
power grid parameters, depending upon the density and the IL I
frequency characteristics of the switching activity of the vcc__ 1(w) C(|w)
circuit. 1 {(w) iil1

vss-,- - -\-t --i__' = k * \{ = = i/ ' I jV.(W)
I. INTRODUCTION VCC- -i-.

Current consumption is constantly rising together with I I._
clock frequencies in modern VLSI circuits. The power
distribution network is required to have a low impedance Fig. 2 Simplified effective capacitance model: (left) - power
resonance-free profile over a wide frequency range. This distribution network structure and distributed Cd,. around a singleswitching circuit modeled by a current source; (right) - an
target impedance is achieved by decoupling capacitances approximate model of a frequency-dependent effective capacitance
at the board, package, and die levels. At high operating Sharing of the Cd1. is limited because of the localized
frequencies, the on-die elements must be treated as a nature of the decoupling capacitance. The power grid
distributed system. The on-die power grid, presented provides the connections, but adds a local impedance in
schematically in Figure 1, exhibits both a resistive and series with remote portions of Cdie. These additional
inductive nature [1]. impedances reduce the effectiveness of the remote Cdie,

VCC VCC VCC such that the charge supplied to the switching circuit from
vcctlU :) <:) vcc a distance gradually becomes negligible. Hence, it is

o * important to define metrics of effectiveness for the
vccf kvcc decoupling capacitance.

o o 0 flat|A properly designed network can be characterized by a
vcc

E E flat impedance profile over a wide frequency range. In this
lt~I t t VCC paper, it is assumed that a bound for the switching current

- o 0 spectrum I(Z) can be estimated, and the local power
delivery network impedance Z(w) can be designed suchFig. 1. On-die power grid schematic centerview that at each frequency, the power supply noise is

The power grid is typically uniform and symmetric in Vn(0) = I0) *ZAN) *
the X-Y directions on a die surface. On-die decoupling

power newor com. s(1)
capacitances supply locally stored charge for fast current The on-die power network components are dependent
transients. The capacitances are generally of two types: upon the high frequency behavior of the impedance,
symbiotic and intentional. Symbiotic decoupling typically well above hundreds of MHz [4]. The complex
capacitance is provided by existing devices and power distribution network can be approximated by a
interconnects within idle logic circuitry [2-4]. Intentional lumped effective capacitance CejJW), comprised of the Cd,.
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elements contained within an effective radius reff around grid cells can be extremely large, leading to extremely high
the switching circuit, as illustrated in Figure 2. In this case, complexity in the electrical representation of the network.
the power distribution network impedance is A dense power grid can be represented as a continuous

Z(o) = 2 structure. The Power (VCC) and Ground (VSS) nets can be
iCO Ceeff()' (2) represented by planes with a sheet resistance and

and the high frequency on-die voltage noise can be found inductance equivalent to those of the original grid. The
by integrating over the corresponding frequency range, same approach can be applied to the decoupling capacitors,

1 dw which can be modeled as a continuous capacitive layer.
Vn_die= I()Z(o)d= I() iCeff ( do. (3) Thus, the entire structure of the power network can be

co_ die co_die represented as a pair of parallel planes (the network
A similar approach was used in [8] to evaluate the Power/Ground grids) and the space between the grids

effectiveness of a lumped decoupling capacitor on a represents the distributed impedance of the decoupling
printed circuit board as a function of the distance of the capacitors, as shown in Figure 3 (right). In contrast to the
capacitor from the switching circuits. The primary original network structure, this continuous structure can be
difference between these two problems is that in the off- characterized by a current density at each point rather than
die (board-level) case, the decoupling capacitor is lumped by numerous discrete branch currents. Since the model is
and the current loads are distributed, while in the on-die linear, the system can be solved in the frequency domain.
case the decoupling capacitance is also distributed. Also, At each frequency, the planes can be represented by an
off-die inductance is typically high while on-die effective sheet resistance in units of [Q/w],
inductance is low. PS_ grid = Rgrid + i. Lgrid, (4)

Accurate modeling and simulation of the power grid is where Rgrid and Lgrid are the characteristic resistance and
a complicated computational task. An approach for inductance, respectively, of a power and ground grid
estimating the effective radius reff and effective decoupling segment.
capacitance Ceff, is presented in this paper. This approach Similarly, the impedance of the decoupling capacitance
is based on the assumption that the power grid is a dense is represented by a layer of material with an equivalent
structure represented by uniform parameters per unit area. specific resistivity Pdie and length L. Assuming L =1 (see

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: an Figure 4),
analysis of the power grid is presented in section II, Rd±e 1 ()
focusing on the effective radius reff and the effective Pdi die Cdie
decoupling capacitance Ceff. The results are validated by where Rdie and Cdie are the effective series resistance (ESR)
circuit simulation of an example power grid in section 1 and the density of the uniformly distributed on-dieSome conclusions are offered in section IV. decoupling capacitance. As the decoupling capacitance is

II. ON-DIE POWERNETWORK ANALYSIS characterized by a density per unit area, the units OfPdie are
A. Power Grid representation and analysis IC */iMi].The effective decoupling radius is significantly smaller

An on-chip power grid consists of metal interconnect than a typical modem VLSI die size [5]. The system can
within different layers, connected by vertical vias as shown therefore be treated as infinite, with no boundary effects.
in Figure 1. Typically, any two adjacent metal layers are Under these conditions, any local effect caused by a single
perpendicularly oriented, in both VCC (Power) and VSS internal excitation only depends on distance from the load
(Ground). A grid composed of only two metal layers is to the capacitance. Hence, a cylindrical structure rather
discussed here. An electrical schematic representing the than rectangular is assumed, as shown in Figure 4. Radial
power grid, particularly the resistive and inductive nature, symmetry is also assumed based on uniformity of all of the
is presented in Figure 3 (left). parameters in the system.

vcc vccvicc vcc

VSSVSVSVS_
Fig. 3. A dense grid represented as a continuous structure Fig. 4. Equivalent electrical representation of a uniform power grid

All of the circuit elements, including the current loads with uniform decoupling capacitance
(the switching circuits) and the decoupling capacitances, The currents being evaluated are characterized at each
are connected between the power and ground nets. A point of the system, with densities jgrid(r) and jdie(r) in the
simplified representation of a single grid segment is power grid and on-die decoupling capacitance,
illustrated in Figure 3 (left). The characteristic size of such respectively. The conducting layer can be analyzed as a set
a segment is determined by an interconnect section of narrow rings. Current through a ring with radius r is
between two neighboring vias. The power grid structure composed of current igrid(r) in the horizontal direction and
includes numerous vias; hence, the number of basic power
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idie(r) in the vertical direction (see Figure 4). Current which 5
passes horizontally through the ring with radius r is 1HO(2)(ar)I

4igrid (r) = InT * r * igrid (r) *(6)
From the principle of current conservation, the change of 3
current in each ring is due to the current which flows down
through the die to the boftom layer, with a density jdie(r). 2
Thus, 1

di grid (r)ar
= _2;T * r * die (r) (7) a_a_ -

dr 60 1 2 3 4 5

Kirchhoffs voltage law for two neighboring rings with Fig. 6. Current magnitude as a function of radius for an inductive grid
radii r1 and r2, respectively, leads to
idie(rl) * Pdie = igrid (rl) * PS_grid . (r2 - ri) + Idie(r2) . Pdie: (8) B Definition ofeffective decoupling radius reff
where PS rid represents the impedance of both VCC and The average power at radius r is proportional to
VSS layers. P(r) c 2 r. idie (r) 2 (12)
Transforming (8) while (r2 - ri) approaches zero, using (7) For a resistive grid, the energy flux corresponding to (10)
and differentiating (6), is plotted in Figure 7 versus a . r .

"dle (r) +idie (r) =a2idie(r) (9) 2TTa.r.IKer(a.r)+i.Kei(a.r)J2- normalized
r

4
wherea2 PS jilPd The units of the parameter a are

[,um-']. Therefore, the expression (a.r) is dimensionless. As
PSgrid and Pdie are frequency dependent (see (4) and (5)), 2
the value of a is also frequency dependent.

The character of the solution of Eq. (9) differs 1
2 * .. ~~~~~~~~~~10%of max value ar~ 2.1accordingly to whether a2 is real, imaginary or complex. -----a---r-ue--------T ar

At relatively low frequencies, such that the power grid ° 1 2 3
impedance is predominantly resistive (e.g. below 1 Ghz Fig. 7. Average power as a function of radius in a resistive grid

2
= Ps_gr ie dRgrid, a an imagin The effective radius is defined in this case such that just

[6]), a= -gr/Pde Cdie isadary 10% of the peak energy flux is contained out the circle of
number. Consequently this expression becomes Kelvin's radius reff. It corresponds to a r =2.1. Hence, substituting
equation of zero order with a solution ofthe form (4) and (5) into (12) and neglecting Rdie [2, 3],

idie (r) =Io4 [Kero (a - r) + i± Kebo (a .r)] (10)reffRES =2 1 (13)
where Kero and Keio are Bessel Kelvin functions andjO is ,W.Cdie Rgrid
determined by the source term. The absolute value of the The effective radius reff RES diminishes with higher
current density is plotted in Figure 5, exhibiting expected power grid resistance. Intuitively, the higher grid
localization. impedance effectively prevents current from being widely

6 IKer(ar)+iKei(ar)I distributed. Also, a higher decoupling capacitance density
Cdie leads to a smaller effective radius since a higher

4 density of decoupling capacitances provides more effective
shunting and thus a smaller dispersion radius.

A similar calculation for the case of dominantly
inductive grid is presented in Figure 8.

2-

\, 2TTra.r.lHO(2)(a.r)12 - normalized
ar

%l3 1 2 3 :90% of max value

Fig. 5. Current magnitude as a function of radius for a resistive grid
At high frequencies where the power grid is dominated by 2
inductance [6], a2 is a negative real

value 2 =Ps grid 2- Cdie Lgrid. Expression (9) 1~Pldie
becomes Bessel equation of zero order. Considering ar 0.75 ar
boundary conditions, the solution is

idie(r) = jo * HO2)(a . r) (11) Fig. 8. Average power as a function of radius in an inductive grid0 ~~~~~~~~Inthis case
where Ho(2) is the zero order Hankel function of the second 0 1 0.75 1
kind. This solution is plotted in Figure 6, also exhibiting rffIND 07 . iCd o,L -i c Ci L_grid (14)
localization at smal radii1. ThiS localization allows defining I ohcss h fetv aisrf eoe mle
an effective decoupling radius. I ohcss h fetv aisrf eoe mle

with frequency.
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C. Effective Decoupling Capacitance Ceff neighborhood around the switching circuit block. In the
Once the effective radius reff and current density jdie(r) worst case, all of these current loads act simultaneously

are known for the continuous problem, these parameters with no sharing. Two design requirements from the power
can be used to explore the original power grid problem. delivery network are necessary. First, the effective radius
The effective radius, power grid characteristics Rgidand eff of the decoupling capacitance has to be smaller than or

Lg,id, decoupling capacitance density Cdie and operating equal to the dimension of the "activity cell" (see FigureLredndc.ou capacitane 10), to avoid interference among the cells. Second, the
frequency w are allinterrelated, effective decoupling capacitance inside each cell has to be

An approximate estimate of the effective decoupling sufficiently large in order to satisfy the voltage noise
capacitance Cejj PIS for low frequencies iS design target within the appropriate range of frequencies.

2 1 1 Knowledge of the current load density in the circuit,
CeffPRES=Irr RffpECdie= 21. .Cdie.c (15) depending on the circuit types and logic activity,

W.Cdie.Rgrid) O) grid determines the activity cell size and hence the required reff.
At high frequencies, Rgrid << co . Lgrid and Targets for the power grid parameters, Rgrid and Lgrid, and

2 the decoupling capacitance Cdie can be set according to
,2 0.75 1 1 (13) and (14), in order to satisfy the first requirement.

CeffJIND=IfeiND Cdie- _. CCdieJ 2 (16) Note that the second requirement cannot be satisfied by
FCdie-Lg-ri C; -grid uniformly adding extra decoupling capacitance Cdie, since

exhibiting an inverse dependence on w2. Physically, the this method would only reduce the effective decoupling
inverse dependence of the effective decoupling Ceff on radius. More effective decoupling can be provided only by
frequency becomes greater when inductive effects lowering the power grid impedances, according to (15) and
dominate resistive effects. Another observation from (15) (16).
and (16) is that Ceff does not depend on Cdie. Intuitively, the =
larger Cdie should increase Ceff, but the larger Ceff leads to a t
lower impedance of the decoupling capacitance and thus to
a lower voltage drop, and less charge is released into the t I
power grid from the decoupling capacitance. The effective
radius is infinite without any decoupling capacitance.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF A POWER GRID f

In order to validate the results of this analysis, -
approach, an example power grid has been numerically Fig 1O. Conceptual partitioning of the area into activity cells
simulated. An RL model is created by extraction of two
metal layers 500pm by 500pm structure of 0.6 gm width ACKNOWLEDGES
wires, forming an interleaved power grid with 3 gm The authors would like to acknowledge Professor Levi
spacing, in an industrial 65 nm process. The characteristic Schachter from Technion - Israel Institute of Technology -
grid impedance parameters are Rgrid=lOC and for his consultations and fruitful discussions.
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